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Born in San Francisco on November 2, 1939, Richard Serra studied at Yale University
between 1961 and 1964, where he received his B.F.A. and M.F.A. He then spent two
years traveling in Europe before settling in New York City, where he continues to live
and work . In the following year, he began showing in museums and galleries in New
York, and since then has exhibited extensively throughout the world, including a 1986
retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. In addition, Serra has created
a number of site-specific scu lptures in public and private venues in both North America
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After considerable research , it became appar
in existence that could carry out the project.
outside Baltimore , agreed to undertake the
plexities entailed. Several trials were conseq

which radically challenges our previous experiences of space. In these new sculptures,
space shifts and moves in wholly unexpected and unprecedented ways . So destabilizing
are these spatial effects and so beguiling the sensation of movement, the spectator quickly
gets caught up in a peripatetic exploration , one that links time inextricably with space .

was sold in mid-1997 , making any continuati

passing through space , and the body's move

source of the unprecedented spatia1 experiences.

of taking the cylindrical spatial volume of the nave and torquing it in elevation . On return-

Over four years ago while on a visit to Borromini's San Carlo in Rome, Serra conceived

of realization.

experience, this manifest simplicity also fails to betray the prolonged and difficult process

abutted on the ground . Giving little hint of the fundamental newness and potency of the

tion. The rolled steel plates, each two inches thick and weighing twenty tons apiece , stand

and rigor. Characteristic of his work, too, is the forthrightness and directness of presenta-

ume of space and torque it. The results are informed by an analogous clarity, stringency,

in

the East, synthesized these various experienc

in almost four acres of sloping terrain and cr

Pulit zer Piece : Stepped Elevation (1970) , a

you can see certain Japanese gardens." '

space , walking, and looking-particularly

includes and is dependent upon memory and

Serra discovered that "your vision is peripate

preoccupation with work that was defined th

movement ," he recently explained.' Visiting

or sight or optical awareness, but on physical

with sculpture as an autonomous object .... I

but angled dramatically one to the other . In this lies both the structural and compositional

By Serra 's own account, the initial idea was breathtakingly simple: take an elliptical vol-

sideration of "ways of relating movement to

even more difficult to track visually the curvature of the wall surfaces when inside these

about sculpture in an open and extended fiel

of contemporary dancers , above all, by that

neither necessarily nor exclusively initiated by looking or seeing. Though, arguably, it is

is a perfect ellipse, and each has the same radius; however, these ellipses are not aligned

a period in New York City, where he had bee

over one's head, the works generate bodily based movement and responses, which are

works , the footprint of the sculpture and the shape of its upper profile become clear. Each

nonetheless develops certain abiding concern
years. A trip to Kyoto in 1970 proved particu

Because one frequently sees the converse of what is occurring at one 's feet happening

Although the catalyst for the Torqued Ellipse

close proximity to the steel skins , a

proximity that sets up a tension between one's bodily awareness and one's vision.

in the particular configuration installed at Dia-in

Entering the galleries , one may start by tracking the exteriors of the sculptures, moving-

need to work with the maximum size plate a

Richard Serra has over the past four years devised a body of work, the Torqued Ellipses,

completed in late 1996. Three more works f

difficulty compounded by the fact that the jo

While remaining determinedly focused on issues he defines as integral to sculpture,

The problem next confronting him was to fi

in order to realize these works full scale .

then calculated the positions and angles at w

something to the experience of who we are.
- Richard Serra

some thirty models for large-scale sculptures

different from what we are, by constructing spaces that contribute

the angles at which the ellipses were set to e

from which a template was drawn, which he

wooden ellipses held by a dowel parallel but

ing to New York, he began to try to devise s

portions , or by introducing a second compon
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What interests me is the opportunity for all of us to become something

Torqued Ellipses
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